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Get Creative with Staggered Tile
Transitions
One of today’s hottest tile trends is a staggered tile
installation. “Staggered” refers to a pattern of installing
the tile so that the tiles’ natural shape is the edge of
the area rather than the tile being cut to make a
straight edge. This look embodies an “unfinished” style
that is at once both casual and refined, with an
opportunity to showcase the craft of tile installation.

Tile Style

A Textile Designer Turns to Natural
Stone

Free Online Prep Course for Becoming
a Certified Tile Installer

Award-winning American textile and
product designer Lori Weitzner is used to
working with textiles and paper, but when
the opportunity presented itself to design a
line of natural stone tiles with Artistic Tile,
she didn’t hesitate. The result is a new
collection that weaves two distinctly
different disciplines – stone carving and
fabric weaving – which ultimately resulted
in a product that is greater than the sum of
its parts.

Did you know you can find free online prep
courses on the CTEF website so you can
start preparing to become a Certified Tile
Installer? Here's what: If you're wondering
what it takes to become a Certified Tile
Installer (CTI), you've come to the right
place. We have just completed an eightvideo online prep course that illustrates tile
installation best practices that are expected
of Qualified Labor.

Woven Winner

Prep In Your Step

Creating a Great Culture Could be
Your Best Retention Strategy

Ceramic: An Ideal Choice for Outdoor
Applications

A recent survey asked several hundred
construction professionals about leadership
and culture in their firm. We didn’t ask,
“Are you having trouble finding people?”
We asked, “Are you happy at work? Do you
feel trusted?”

Did you know that ceramic is ideal for all
kinds of outdoor applications? Of course
you did! Share this video on your social
channels and educate others on the many
benefits of choosing ceramic tile.

The Results Are In...

Outdoor is In

Tile of Spain Companies Forecast Tile Trends for 2020
Tile of Spain manufacturers traveled to Italy last month to showcase their latest collections at
Cersaie. The annual week-long event brings together architects, interior designers, and tile
producers to explore the latest innovations and trends in the ceramic tile sector. As Europe’s number
one ceramic production and export, Spain is a regular participant at the show. This year, over onehundred Spanish ceramic manufacturers, unveiled their latest offerings in a preview for what’s to
come in 2020.
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